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CliAPI'ER I
Tamar is one of the first of Robinson Jeffers' long narrative
poems and has been lai:gely neglected since its first appearance,

This paper will be a criticism of that poem, attenpting to sh<M
that the main dJ.aracter, Tamar Cauldwell, is an ardJ.etypal figure,
representing the Earth Mother,

To achieve this end, the poem,

particularly the major episodes featuring Tamar; will be thoroughly
analyzed in order to ascertain what dJ.aracteristics of the Mother
Goddess are included,

The significance of the symbols used in the

various scenes will also be closely excmi.ned to see whether they

carry out the archetypal theme,
The story of Tamar has an interesting basis in two Biblical

stories, found in II Samuel 13:1-38 and Genesis 38:1-26,
stories involve incest,

Both these

The Genesis account tells hCM Judah took

a young wanan named Tamar to be the wife for his firstborn son,
Er,

God later killed Er because of his wickedness,

After Er's

death, Tamar was given as wife to the next son, Cban, who displeased
God by refusing to impregnate her,

Therefore, God killed him also,

Judah, fearing that Tamar was a jinx for his sans, would not give
her to his last son, Shelah, saying that he was too young,

Tamar

patiently waited until the lad was gram and when Judah still had
not provided her with a husband, she was upset because he was
depriving her of the rights of motherhood,

So Tamar posed as a

harlot and seduced her father-in-law without his knowledge of her
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identity.

He gave her his braoalets as se=ity until he could

present her with a kid as payment for her servioas,

When she found

she was pregnant by him, she used the braoalets to prove his
paternity,

Judah then. admc:wledged the rightness of her actions,

and acoapted the twin sans she bore by him,
The story in II Samuel is as follc:ws,

King David had two sans

named Absalon and 1\mnan and a daughter named Tamar,

1\mnai desired

his sister, and so he set about to discover a way to achieve his
wishes,

With the aid of a friend's cunning, he feigned illness in

order that Tamar would cane to care for him,

He ccntrived to get

her alone with him in the rOCJ11, and then foroad her to lie with him,
Afte:rwards he hated her as much as he had desired her before, and
so he cast her out of his house,

To Tamar, his sending her away

was more evil than his earlier foroafulness,

She "put ashes an

her head, and rent her gannent of divers colors"l that was the
prinoasses' symbol of vii:ginity.
sister, took her into his

a-iri

hane and vared that he would get

revenge for his brother's actions,
spoke,

Absalon, feeling =npassian for his

For two years the brothers never

At the end of the two years, Absalon finally arranged a way

of avenging Tamar's wrcng,

He invited all the king's sans to be

together at his house and gave his servants instructians to kill

l II Samuel 13 : 19 ,
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1\mnan as soon as the opportunity arose,

The plan was sucoassfully

executed, and the king was told that all his sans had been slain,
Absalon feared his father's anger when he found out the truth, so
he fled,

It was three years before father and son were reunited,

Later acoounts tell hew Absalon had one daughter, a girl of fair
countenance; whon he named Tamar,
There are parallels between Jeffers' Tamar and the Biblical
acoounts,

The fact that the Genesis Tamar is seeking to fulfill

herself as a mother points up the universal character of the wanan,
The basic sto:cy line is quite similar in the poem and the II Samuel
accounti both the house of David and the Cauldwell house were set
at intemal war by what oc=red,

Hc:Mever, there is a major

difference between the two, for the poem deals with a universal

figure, while David's daughter is seen only as an individual,

This

paper will attempt to explain Jeffers' poem an the basis of its use
of ardletype, by establishing that the dlaracter Tamar is a
manifestation of the ardletypal Earth Mother.
At this point, it is imperative to consider Carl Gustav Jung's
theo:cy of archetypes and the collective unconscious,

Jung says that

the collective unconscious is "not individual but universali in
contrast to the personal psyche, it has ccntents and modes of
behaviour that are more or less the sarne eve:cywhere and in all
individuals, 112

Archetypes constitute the collective unconscious:

2ear1 Gustav Jung, The Ardlet~ and ·the Collective Unconscious
(Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton Universl.tY'Press, 1961), pp, 3-4,
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"so far as the collective unoanscious contents are concerned we are
dealing with archaic or -

I

would say -

primordial types, that is,

with universal images that have existed since the remotest times, ,.3
The theory of the archetype is based on the premise that "the
experiences of the individual are conditimed by the experiences of
the human race, of all who have gone before, 114 Three major qualities
of the archetype may be listed:

(1) it is "primordial, a preoanscious,

instinctual expression of man's basic nature;" (2) it is "universal
• • • generated by man's psyche regardless of time or place;" and

(3) it is "recurrent • • , fran prehistoric times until the end of
the earth," expressing ''man's reaction to essentially changeless
situations, ,.5
The archetype to be examined in this paper will be that of the
Mother,

To understand this archetype, the role of wanan in the

universe must be oansidered,

E, O, James, in his study of wanan

as the Mother Goddess, says:
Wanan with her inexplicable nature and unaccountable
attributes and functions, such as menstruation, pregnancy,
childbirth and lactation, has been a mysterious person,
calling forth a nuni.nous reaction and evaluation,
pe:crneated with religious sentiments, rendering her
at once sacred and tabu. Regarded as the sole source
of the family, the parental instinct doubtless fran
the first was primarily female, descent invariably
foll=ing the distaff, This prooably explains to a
oansiderable extent the priority of mother-right in
primitive society, sanetimes as a unilateral o:i:ganization

-----3Jung, S!• cit,, pp, 4-5,

4waiter K, Gordon (ed,), Literature ·in Critical Persp:ctives:
~ Antholcgy (New York: Appleton-century-Crofts, 196 8) , p, soo.
5!bid, , pp, 500-1,
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in whidl the wanan may have remained among her CMIJ.
people and the husband was little more than a visitor
and stranger in her kin. The mother alone then became
the fountain-head and the self-sufficing source of
the family, and by implicaticm the persrnificaticm of
the principle of life.6
Wanan is frightening to man because she is so closely oonnected with
all that he does not understand in nature.

"Wanan is a part of that

fearsane machinery whidl turns the planets and the sun in their
courses, she is the prey of cosmic energies that rule the destiny of
the stars and the tides and of whim man must undergo the disturbing
radiations ... 7

It is very important that wanan is cxmpelled to

adapt herself to the role whidl society expects her to play, for if
wanan "evades the rules of society, she returns to Nature and to the
demon, she looses unccmtrollable and evil forces in the collective
midst • .,a Wanan in Nature or as Nature is too dangerous a force to
be left free in the universe.
Man's horror is inspired by the fecundity of wanan, for this is
the great poler whim he cannot possess.
Wanan is, to primitive reflecticm, one of the basic
mysteries of nature, In her, life originates i only
the more enlightened societies knew- that sexual union
initiates it. To naive ooservation, her body simply

6Eo

o.

James

The ·CU!t ·of ·the Mother-Goddess:

·An ·Ardlaeological

~Documentary ·stuo/(New YOrk:Frecterick A. Praeger, 1959), p. 229.
7simone de Beauvoir, The ·Second Sex, trans. H. M. Parshley
Alfred A. Knop~~49-50,

(New Yoi:k:

8Ibid., p. 190.
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waxes and wanes with it for a certain length of years,
She is the Great Mother, the symbol as well as the
inst=ent of life,9
But wanan is also anbiguous in her meaning for man; he must both seek
and shun her,
Wanan , , , is all that man desires and all that he
does not attain, She is the good mediatrix between
propitious Nature and man; and she is the temptation
of unconquered Nature, oounter to all goodness, She
incamates all moral values, fran good to evil, and
their opposites; she is the substance of action and
whatever is an ,obstacle to it, she is man's grasp on
the world and his frustration; as sudl she is the
source and origin of all man's reflection on his
existence and of whatever expression he is able to
give to it; and yet she wo:cks to divert him fran himself,
to make him sink dam in silence and in death,10
These attiturles have led the various cultures and civilizations
of the world to predicate sane kind of mother goddess,

In Babylonia,

"the divine pai'er manifest in fertility in all its manifold foJJTIS

was p:rsonified in the Goddess who was regarded as the incamation
of the reproductive forces in nature and the mother of the gods and
of mankind,"11 This goddess was Ishtar,

Isis, in Egypt, was "the

Demeter, tn Greece, was the earth mother,

prototype of motherllood, "12

9susanne K, Kanger; 'Philos~·in a·New·~: · A'Study in·the
S)1l!l!?olism of 'Faason; Rite; ·and·
('Cain0iiclge~s7; HarvardUniversityP'ress, i964l-;-p.""'Ib4:-·
lOBeauvoir,
11

92.• ~·, p,
' .

James' 92.• ~· ' p,

12~•• p, 61,

51

197,

•
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the "giver of all vegetation and of the fruits of the earth," 13

Kali-Du!rga in India is perllaps the most important example of the
mother archetype,

Kali is mild and benevolent, fieroo and cruel i

she is "sanetimes dreaded, sanet:imes protective, warding off evil
influenoos and :imparting fertility by virtue of her life-giving
eneJ:gies, 11 14 Kali is synbolic of time and eternity, death and
:inmortality; she is both the mother of the universe and its destroyer,
Being at once the goddess of fertility worshipped in
a great variety of local vegetation cults, the Durga·
was the author and giver of life to the fruits of
the earth as its primordial essenoo, the manifestation
of cosmic vitality in perpetual proooss of regeneration,
and at the same t:ime a destructive foroo in the universe,
identified with Kali,15
Several other characteristics or traits of the .Mother should
be mentioned,

Three major attributes of the Earth Mother are "her

dJ.erishin.g and nourishing goodness, her argiostic emotionality, and
her Stygian depths," 16

The Mother is the synbol of the fertilized

earth, the c:bjective truth of Nature; she is identified as the
abundanoo of being, the other,

"In every sexual act the Other is

implicated," 17 Through wanan, man is both anchored with the earth

-----13
.
James, ~· ~·, p, 154,
14Ibid,, p. 193,
15

~. '

16Jung,

p. 242.

92. cit, , p,

17Beauvoir,
.

82,

't
92. £...••
p, 16 8,
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and lifted into the divine,

The Magna Mater is "identified with

Earth, fran whose wanb all life ge:rminates and c:x:mes to birth, nl8
But the Mother is not only physical, for "this character traditionally
offers spiritual and emotional nourishment to those with whan she
o:xnes in oontact, •19

The maternal sentiment is "closely bound

up with the nostaj;gic longing of the spirit to the unfonnulated but
implacable law of destiny, n20

Wanan holds, for man, the function of

judging; she also has the divine role of consideration of God; she
is a mystic.
This archetype is also ambivalent,

Positive qualities of the

Mother include "the magic authority of the female," "the wisdc:m and
spiritual exaltation that transcend reason," "all that cherishes
and sustains, that fosters g=th and fertility;" negative qualities
are "anything secret, hidden, dar]f.," "anything that devours, sedures,
and poisons, that is terrifying and inescapable like fate, n2l

The

Earth Mother archetype can shCM the cruel side of Nature and indifferenre
tc:Mard human suffering,

The Terrible Mother gives birth to lust and

~hilip Wleelwright, "The Archetypal Symbol," Perspectives in
Liter;R/ ~olism, Josei;n strelka, editor (University Park, Pa.:Penns vam.a State University Press, 1968), p, 232,
·
1

19
Gordon, 92.•

~·,

pp. 501-2,

20J!i,E. Cirlot, A Dictionary of ~ols, trans, Jack Sage
PhilosophicaI Librai:y-;-'19
, p, 207,

(New York:

21Jung,

92.• ~·, p. 82,
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evil: she is the agent of physical and spiritual sterility.
"Although the G:r:eat Mother on the one hand is the beneficent souroo
of life and nourishment, she also :represents all that is menacing
in life, man's unconscious terror of the

unkn=.

F= the earth

which nourishes is also the black hole into which man must eventually
disappear. " 22 The Mother is like Nothingness, the chaos fran which
all have acme and to which they must return: she symbolizes both
death and fecimdity.
An archetype always expresses itself symbolically: the:r:efo:r:e,

the use of symbols in the poem must be given sane consideration.
Sane of the poem's maj= symbols and their camotations will be
discussed he:r:e, even though it is :r:erognized that the meanings of
symbols can never be fully exp:r:essed ve:rbally.

Tamar as myth

expresses meanings that cannot be translated into speech: they must
take symbolic fonns.
One major symbol that occurs throughout the poem is water.
In an archetypal Sense, the use of water he:r:e is very appropriate,

for water is one of the most cxmmon symbols of the unconscious.
Water means "spirit that has beocme unconscious. " 23 Of g:r:eat
:importanre is the fact that water is "an exp:r:ession of the vital
potential of the psyche, of the struggles of the psychic depths to
find a way of fonnulating a clear message axnprehensible to the

22Wheelwright,
23Jung,

92.• cit, , p, 232.

92.· cit. , pp. lS-9.

_,.
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consciousness." 24 Water symbolizes the "uncnnscious 1 that is 1 of
the non-fOllllal, dynamic, motivating 1 female side of the personality.
'l'he projection of the mother-imago into the waters enckMs them with
various nuninous properties d!aracteristic of the mother. ,,25 'l'his
cnnnection between water and the female will take on added importance
later in the discussion of Tamar as the Mother ard!etype.

Again,

water is the "symbol of wanan or the mother (in both her benevolent
and her terrible aspects) • n26

In this sense, water is a fertility

symbol.
The maternal significance of water is one of the clearest

interpretations of symbols in the whole field of rqyt:hology •
• • • All living things rise, like the sun, fran water,
and sink into it again at evening. • • • 'l'hese black
waters of deabh are the water of life, for death with
its cold anbrace is the maternal wCllb, jusz as the sea
devours the sun but brings it forth again. 7
Water is ambiguous in that it has a "sense of death and annihilation
on the one hand, but of rebirth and regeneration on the other. " 28
It denotes the illusory qualities of life,

Water is an apt symbol

of Tamar, for ''water is earthy and tangible, it is also the fluid

2 4ctrlot, 92.• cit., p, 346.

--=-··

25 Ib'd

p.

345

•

26~., p. 230.

27carl Gustav Jung, Symbols of Transfnnnation: An Analysis
of the Prelude to a Case of Sdliz?jilhreru.a (Pnnceton,New Jersey:
PFiiiciiton umvemity Press; 1967) , p. 218.
2Bctrlot, 92.• cit., p. 345.
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of the instinct -

driven body, blood and the fla-iing of blood, the

odour of the beast, carnality heavy with passion. 11 29
Another symbol used frequently is that of blood.

Blood is

passionate and vital, and is oonnected with "the inneu:; canscienre
of man with its ability to inflict terrible self-chastisement. 11 30
Blood is a symbol of life and power, shaving the strength and dignity
of inheritanre.

Paradoxically, it is also the symbol of death,

related to the taboo and the loss of virginity.
Fire has major significanre in the poem in its symbolic use.
Fire is "the seed which :is reproduced in each sucressive life (and
is thereby linked with the libido and fe=dity) • 11 31 Fire denotes
the conrepts of life and health.

There are two types of fire:

"fire as in the axis fire-earth Xrepresenting eroticism, solar heat
and physical energy), and fire of the axis fife-air (linked with
mysticism, purification or sublimation, and spiritual energy) • 11 32
Fire is the "image of energy which may be found at the level of
animal passion as well as an the plane of spiritual strength, 11 33
Fire is an expression of spiritual energy; "all things derive fran,

29Jtmg, ~Archetypes ~~Collective unoonscious, p. 19.
30c·1rlot-I 92,• !:.._•I
't
p. 28.
31lbid. , p. 100.

32~., p. 101.
33lhid.

-
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and retuni to, fire 1134 Fire sha-JS superiority and oontrol.
is ultra-life,

"Fire

It embraais both good (vital heat) and bad

(destruction and oonflagration) ,

It implies the desire to annihilate

time and to bring all things to their end,

:Image of phenaiena in themselves, .,35

Fire is the archetypal

But there is an important

"parallel between fire and life, • • , both must feed upon other
lives in order to keep alive, 11 36
Thus , the archetype of the Earth Mother has been shewn to be a
definite and important foroo in the history of the world,

This

archetype is ambiguous, being both good and evil, and is sanetimes
difficult to distinguish,

The major symbols used in the poem point

up the importanoo of the feminine and the daninanoo of the conoopt
of fertility,

The ranainder of the thesis will be conoomed with

closely analyzing the major episodes in the poem, in order to
denoostrate h<M Tamar is depicted as archetypal,
discuss the first two important soones -

the opening episode and

Tamar's first meeting with her brother, Ia:,
Tamar's union with Will,
episode in the poem -

Chapter II will

Chapter III analyzes

Chapter IV deals with the most important

the ritualistic danoo soone on the beach,

Chapter V discusses the final soone of the narrative, and Chapter '7I
is conoorned with conclusions issuing fran the discussion.

34Cirlot,

·92.· ~·, p. 100.

35Ibid., p. 101,

-

rnAPrER II
This chapter will present the character of Tamar as shavn in
the first major episode of the poem that features her as a leading
figure.

This soene is the one that shows Tamar and lee at the Mal

Paso bridge.

The soenes in the poem will be analyzed in order to

understand the significance of the symbols and descriptions used.
The way the poem opens gives an indication of what the major

emphases are to be,

The first same pictures the ymmg man lee

Cauldwell riding his mare along the rocky coast, and spurring the
small animal until the blood canes on her sides.

The scared and

injured an:imal pivots and slips, plunging d= the rocks onto the
tidal boulders belru.
injured.

The mare is killed, but lee is only se:iiiously

The mention of blood here in the vecy beginning is

significant, for blood proves to be one of the major symbols in the

poem.

It denotes the theme of passion running throughout the

narrative.

Blood, the ambiguous symbol of both life and death, is

the vital force in the universe which is to be dramatized in the woi::k.
The precedence of the feminine is also indicated in this opening
episode,

The fact that the suffering animal is female is significant.

But more is int:imated than the s:imple fact that wanan is to be seen
as a creature of toleration; she also has the pruer of retaliation;
the mare is capable of injuring lee, even though in the process she

causes her

=

death.

The fact that the mare acts instinctively is

a hint of what is to happen with the other female participants in
the narrative, for their behaviour,t-too, is based pr:imarily on

14
instinct rather than reason.

Another feminine reference deals with

the setting of the scene, for the episode takes place at night,
whim is a feminine principle.

Night is important in that it is

"expressive of fertility, potentiality and genninatian," 1 giving
an almost identical listing of the principal qualities whim will
later be found in the major maracter.

Night is also equated with

death, whim makes the timing of the accident appropriate, even
though it is the representatian of the feminine whim dies.
Nature takes little note of the accident, though it has severe
consequences for Lee.

Nature, in the aspect of ultimate reality,

remains aloof and unconcerned with the small, temporal misfortunes

of man.

The world of Nature is above the prd:llems of man, who is

only a minor speck in the smeme of being.

The night "accepted

with no shCM of emotion the little accident, "2 for night is passive
and accepting, and well acquainted with death.
did not mange:

The "ancient water"

"the slCM pulse of the ocean/Beat, the slCM tide

came in across the slippe:r:y stones. ,,3

The ocean is impersanal and

knc:MS both life and deathi though death may occur at night, the

rooming always brings rebirth and regeneratian.

lcirlot,

£12.• cit.,

P• 218,

2Rd:linson Jeffers "Tamar," The Selected Pcet:r:y of Rd:linsan
1
Jeffers (New Yo:ck: Randon House,""TI"38), p, 3,
3Ibid,

-
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Lee's sister, Tamar, nurses him back to health in the big house
an Point IDbos.

After his brush with death, he tends to look with

regret on the escapades of his past life, and he resolves to dlange
his manner of living.
'I've thrthln <May years like rubbish • , • •
It would be ·better for me to be a cripple,
•• , than waste
Shame and my spirit on Monterey :rye whiskey,
And worse, and worse. ,4
But his intentions seem to be fairly short-lived:

"His sister

Tamar/Was with him, and his mind ran on her name." 5 ~lhen considering
the name of Tamar, one thinks of either David's daughter in the
II Samuel account or the Tamar in Genesis, who deooived her
father-in-law Judah in order to adlieve her right of motherhood.
~dlever

wcman is considered, inrest is present.

Thus, the very

name of the dlaracter and the poem gives a distinct clue as to the
nature of the narrative.

Lee must be thinking of his sister in

the same relationship in which the other Tamars are involved, for
considering the nature of his father, it is oortain that Iee knew
these other stories fran his dlildhood.
The entire family of the Cauldwells is a tonnented lot,

The

whole group lay <Make at night -- Lee, the old father David, the
idiot Aunt Jinny, Aunt Stella, Tamar:

4
Jeffers,

92.• ~·, p. 4,

5~., p. 5,

"It seemed that nightmare/

16
Within the house answered to stonn without, 11 6 Tamar's dreams are
of her brother,

According to both Freudian and Jungian interpretations,

sud! dreams would bear even further the incestuous int:imatians which
have gone before, 7
What has been only intimated earlier in the poem n= becanes
fact in the first major episode,

Tamar and Lee have ridden together

to a mountain stream at the Mal Paso bridge,

They leave their

horses and Tamar goes into the water 1 in a f<M manents calling Lee
in after her,

She sinks face dCMn in the water and Lee has to pull

her out onto the bank,
together. in love,

en

the bank, brother and sister are joined

The fact that their meeting place is a water

site is significant,· for, as mentioned in Chapter I, water is the
symbol of the archetypal fenale,

It is the symbol of the Mother,

the creator of life and giver of vital ene:rgy and dynamism, and is
characterized by passionate flesh and sexuality,

Water is the agent

of purification, spiritual as well as physical,

But it is also the

agent of destruction, and symbolizes sterility,

Thus, the choice

of the site is of ambiguous meaning 1 for both life and death may
becane a part of the scene.

6Jeffers,

Surely these characteristics of the

212.• cit, 1 p, 6,

7sigmund Freud, The Interpretatirn of Dreams (NEM Yorlc:
Books, 1955); and CarIG'ustav Jung, Freuaand Psychoanaltris
(Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 196 ,

Basic
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water point up the nature of Tamar herself.

Tamar is capable of

bringing life and pa-'er into a mundane existenrei she can give man
the abundanre he needs to make life fulfilling.

But her great

parer can also destroy man, and even bring about her

=

destructicn,

if the world around her is not ready to acrept or cannot understand
her vital potential.

Iee unconsciously realizes the

~r

of the

locaticn and of his sister, and instinctively reacts to that

~r.

"The munmrr and splash of water made his fever fierier," B The
earthy instinct of the beast has becane paramount in him, and his
desire takes preredenre over all other things,
"Half-innorent" Tamar knCMS her
the authority of the wanan,

~

with Ieei she recognizes

But because she is half-innorent, at

this time she does not fully realize just what the extent of her
parer is,

She does not knCM what has made her the way she is,

• , • Was it the wild rock coast
Of her breeding 1 and the reckless wind
In the beaten trees and the gaunt beaning crashes
Of breakers under the rocks, or rather the amplitude
And wing-subduing imnense earth-ending water
That moves all ·the west?9
It is not man who has made Tamar as she is, but rather Nature,
She has been fomted by a superior element,

What is in her is innate,

and her task is to seek out the implications of her existenre and

------BJeffers,
9 Ibid.

92.• ~·, p. 9,
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live by them.

She may well be more than simply a hunan being, and

this is peihaps not so unusual.

others could be the same, but they

may fail to search out this distinguishing feature in themselves 1
and even if they do, may fail to accept it and live by it.
When Tamar enters the pool at the beginning 1 she is not quite
as "lovely and thoughtless" as Lee imagines.

She kna.rs,

at least to

a certain extent, what effect she might have on her brother.

The

circumstances fill him with disgust and loathing and a desire to
avoid her, and so he imagines that these same feelings will be in
his sister.

But even though he feels that he should avoid her and

the temptation and danger she offers , he nevertheless does enter
the stream with her.

cannot deny her.

For Tamar is such a strong force that Lee

She is beyond human limits.

Tamar is described

imnediately after she enters the water as "stricken with strange
fever. 11 10

She new has a hint of what she is really like; for the

first t:ilne she really feels her

CMll

"desirableness."

mind can call forth a strong sexual response of her

Here her
CMIJ.,

=

for the

description given pictures a wanan in a state of sexual excitement.
Tamar realizes the possibilities open to her.
Tamar goes naked into the water and then calls Lee to her on
the pretext of a snake.

Symbolically, the serpent is a force of

destruction, the "principle of evil inherent in all worldly things. 11 11

lOJeffers; 92.~ ~·, p. 9.
11cirlot,

92.· ~·,

p. 273.
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The serpent is identified with the feminine principle, being a
prefiguration of Eve,12

It is an ambiguous symbol, for it signifies

death, and because of its phallic shape, denotes new life,

The

snake is like Tamar herself, though she is not necessarily evil;
she is inviting and menacing at the same time,

Like the archetypal

mother, the symbol of fecundity, the feminine principle in the
universe, she offers life and fulfilJment to all men, but as the
Terrible Mother, she brings about castration and death,

Her

ambivalence is reflected in I.ee's unconscious reaction; he canes to
Tamar in the water, but he is trembling.

His manner of entrance

into the water makes evident that he unoonsciously knCMs the
dangerous area he is entering, but he cannot avoid the delightful
pranise he finds there,
Throughout the scene it is Tamar who does the seducing,

As the

more pc:Merful force, she must necessarily take the initiative,

As

the representation of the Mother, Tamar is the initiator of life in
the universe, and must draw others to herself in order to give them
the benefits of her fruitfulness,

She slips dCMil in the water for

two reasons, to pull I.ee closer to her and to tempt death,

That

the fonner is true is seen by the statement that when Iee drew her
out onto the bank, he "could not disentangle the white desire, 1113
Even though Tamar tells I.ee an the bank that he is her teamer, this

12 Cirlot; ~; ·~., p. 275,
13Jeffers, ·~; ~., p, 10,
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evaluation is not entirely true; in a quite distinct sense, it is
Tamar who is to initiate Iee, for it is Tamar who is endO\Ted with
the knO\Tledge of the reysteries of the universe,

Even though the union adlieved at this point is not exactly
unwanted, it is a painful one, "without jC¥,"
described in the follO\Ting way:

Tamar's bcx:ly is

"the bright smooth bcx:ly seerred to

have suffered pain, not love, .. 1 4 What ought to be a marvelous
experienre causes hurt,

Tamar's bcx:ly has suffered pain, but she

has enjoyed the experienre of low with Iee.

The answer to this

prciblem must involve more than a simple oxymoron,

The fact that

she suffers pain s.uggests that the world is not ready for the
Earth Mother forre to be openly recognized,

The fact that she

cannot be accepted is why, as stated above in another context,
Tamar is willing to tempt death,
n= arises:

The crucial prd:llem of the poem

that fertility should desire death is illogical,

Tamar wants to die at least partly because she feels such strong
dissatisfaction with present events and circumstanoos,

She has care

to the realization of her role in the universe, although she is not
conscious of it as an archetypal one,

She sees that the world will

hardly all= her to operate as she must,

She has an impatient view

of things as they are; she feels that the only way she can possibly
remain true to the forre that guides her is by a cleansing of the
present world,

This cleansing can only be adlieved through death,

l4Jeffers, ~· cit, , p. 10.
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"Destruction returns man to paradise, ,,15 Even though Tamar desires
death, her death, as will be seen lhn a later section, is of a
different kind than that experienced by the others involved in her
life.

This difference is occasioned by her different outlook and

feeling tCMard herself,

Death is desirable because it brings peace,

"the absence of desire and pain, which a::mes when consciousness is
relinquished in death, 1116

The force of fecundity entails much hurt,

even though it can be such a natural and pleasurable thing,

A

reason may be found for the failure to achieve pleasure through the
sexual act,
Because it is the act by which consciousness is perpetuated,
and because it often corrupts honest strength, if this
pleasure is delightful in its immediacy, it is contemptible
in its implications and results,17
Male and female care together through violence and violation;
there is no other way for man and demigod to meet,
In the world pictured here, there can be eeither defiance nor

escape,

"Death alone can solace man, death and annihilation and

the assurance that this is the fortunate destiny of all living things, 111 8

15Radcliffe
Amor, Michigan:

Squires 1

The ·~alties of ·Rd:>inson Jeffers (Ann

UniveJ:Sity""o

Chigan"Press, 1956), p. 67,

16 r.awrence Clark Pa-1ell, Rc.Qinson Jeffers:
(W.s Angeles: Primavera Press, 1934), p. 172.

The Man and His Work

17Jhid.~

-

18iJ:ency Steele canmager, "The Cult of the Irrational," The
Arrerican Mind (New Haveri: Yale University Press, 1950) 1 p. Tir.
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But Tamar is the only one at this time who realizes the significanc:s
of what is happening in the world, for she possesses Il\YStic vision into
the realm of truth and ultimate reality,
When Lee first canes to Tamar in the water, she tums to him,

crying,
time,

She has made a significant discovery about herself by this
She kn0\115 what she is, and with her intuitive wisdan, she

recognizes the danger of both herself and of man in general, with
his predaninant introversion,

This is why she seriously craves

nothing more than death when she says, 11 'Only that I want • , ,
death,

You lie if you think,1Another thing, 111 19 · '.J:'IJ.en, when she is

an the bank, her fingers clutdl 11 tcward the roots of the soft
grass, 1120

Pe:rhaps she is reaching for knewledge or meaning, or

whatever can help her find her plac:s as life principle,
mey have the answer to her questions,

The. grass

Grass is a symbol of fertility

and fecundity, and signifies the earthy and tangible.

Pe:rhaps Tamar

feels empathetic t<Mard the grass because of the similar connotations
of the two,

She, as a universal life fores, needs to have the sarre

unconquerable spirit as the grass,

Tamar has new acc:spted the fact

that she is pe:rhaps more than mere wanan, and accepts that discovery
without any sharre,
Tamar makes the statanent that her brother is 11 'mine amd tw!bc:s

-------19Jeffers, 92.•
20~.

9l.• ,

p. 10.
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mine, 111 21

She does not yet knew her family histocy and so she cannot

be making this statement because of ancestral ties,

Therefore, she

must be referring to the fact of her double relationship with himi
their OJ!lil9ctian is on an affective as well as a physical level,
In this first major episode, various symbols of the Mother

are employed to point up the characteristics or qualities of Tamar,
-

She is seen as having_ great pa-ier 1 the ability to move man beyond

what he would ordinarily attain,

She is seen as the giver of life

and as realizing the potential within herself to bring about death,

She recognizes her relationship with Nature, and her inability to
change or draw away fran the foroa within her that guides and

motivates her,

2 1Jeffers; 92.•

2!•

1

p. 11,

CHAPI'ER III
This chapter deals mainly with Tamar's second seduction, her
rendezvous with Will at the Cannel bridge.

Here Tamar appears as

more than a mere wanan who is engaged in incest; she clearly
manifests archetypal qualities.
Stella Moreland, cauldwell' s dead wife's sister, has visions
and serves as a medium for Helen cauldwell, David's sister.

By

listening to one of Stella's speeches during a tranaa, Tamar learns
the secret of her family's past.
brother David have been lovers.

She finds out that Helen and her
She listens as Helen speakstto

her and tells young Tamar hew they have traveled the same road:

' • • • we also had wanted
Too near our blood,
And to tangle the intel_hranching net of generations
With a knot sideways.'
The correlation between the two women and the two generations :ils

pcwerful enough to make Tamar tremble, but it also gives an
explanation for the force between the girl and her brother.
According to Helen:
Io o o if we dead
Could be sorrcwful for anyone but ourselves
I would be sorrcwful for you, a trap so baited
Was laid to catch you when the !{orld began,
Before the granite foundation.'

Fran this viewpoint, Tamar has no control over what she dces; she

l

Jeffers,

2

~•• p.

92.• cit. , p. 13.
14.
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is moved by a force that is natural within the universe, and that
is unaffected by human parer,

As

she sees it, this makes " 'IT\Y

darling sin a shadOW' and me a doll on wires, .,.3

She has be=ne a

puppet of the gods, a marionette dancing to music whim cannot be
heard or understood an earth,

It is this union of the present and

the past, with the knOW'ledge of ancestral evil, that gives the poem
its

IT\Ythic depth,
Realizing that she is not the sole initiator of what is

happening to her and her brother, Tamar does not seek to fight the
forces within her, but moves as she is directed,

She cannot escape

the mortal CXJ!lSequences of her actions, and so trouble arises on
the "fifth moan, when the moon's rnai:k cn wanen/bied out of Tamar,"4

Pregnancy adds a new dimension to the relationship, for if Tamar
brings a dlild into the world, she is pe:chaps creating another being
like herself,

And the presence of a dlild makes her feel the "plant

of unescapable fate/Root in her bocfy, ,,5

She rebels against

manipulation and seeks a way to render herself unfruitful,
There was death; who had entered water/
To cx:mpass love might enter again to escape
Love's fruit, 6
Water's ambivalent functions might be utilized to adlieve the needed

3Jeffers, !?£• cit,, p. 14,
4Ibid,, p. 16.
5 Ibid,

-

6Ibid,
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result.

But Tamar does not want death; she only desires "a love

sterile and sacred as the stars." 7 She wants a love that is detached,
for a love with i;nysical ronsequenoes denotes her mortality, and
proves a connection with man that she cannot acrept.
Tamar finally canes to the one solution which she thinks will
alleviate her prcblem, and she goes looking for Will Andrews, her
boyfriend whan Iee had earlier warned not to visit the Cauldwell
house.

She meets Will by the Callllel bridge, at a stagnant pool.

The symbolism here is significant, for her first meeting with lee
was at a bridge, but there the water was fresh.

There is a purity

in the first relationship which is lacking here at Camel, because
Tamar's motives here are less pure.

At this point, Tamar seems to

be using Will, rather than acting to his benefit; hruever, her
action is, fran Will's point of view, desired.

The Earth Mother

is not a sdlemer in the sense that she deceives man; instead she
seeks ways to help him find his run canpletion.
Tamar takes lee fran the bridge drun into the willrus, a grove
which is symbolic of tears and so=ru.

She analyzes Will's fare to

see if he is strong enough to bear what she intends to forre on him.
There may well be symbolism involved in his name, for he is going
to be called upcn to exercise a great deal of will and strength if he
is to have any kind of relationship with Tamar.

She also searches

herself to see if she has the strength to ca=y out her plan.

?Jeffers, ~· ~·, p. 16.
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Tamar is here acting with the practical purpose of finding an
acceptable father for the child she bears within her body,

She

hates both herself and Will because their act is to be forced and
11r.ithout true affection,

She no lcnger is =cerned with what happens

to others, for nav '"I have got a little beyond caring, 1118 Her
repetition of this sentence emphasizes her hopeless situation.

She

could not accept Will's pure, sinoore love, for "there were no
hands to help/In the innooonoo of love, 119

She can no lcnger

afford the privilege of innooonoo; too much has happened sinoo that
first day at Mal Paso When she and I.ee became lovers; she has gone
too far to back <May without fulfilling her purpose here.

Tamar

offers herself to Will, saying she wants him to remember her as
one who "'had =urage to speak truth,' • 10

This statement

differentiates her fran the rest of the people with whan he will

cane in =tact; ha-1ever, this hardly seems to be her distinguishing
trait,

Though she does bear the truth, the significanoo is in the

kind of truth or knavledge she represents, which ccrres to be the
truth of the archetypal Mother,

Surely it would require a great

amount of =urage to acoopt the facts she has faced canoorning her
nature,

Will even lacks the resolution to ask the c:bvious question

at this point and so she forces herself to go an, even at the prioo

-----8Jeffers, ~· ~· , p, 19,
9 ll:Jid., p. 20.

10~•• p. 19,
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of caning to despise herself, for, as she says, she has gone
"beyand caring" now,

She uses all the so-called "feminine wiles"

to seduce Will, but perllaps there is still sanething of the truth
in what she says; she is "'still reckless/re my own injw:y,'"ll
for othei:wise she would never pursue this path,

On

the other hand,

considering her nature, the possibility of personal injw:y may never
enter her mind, for she can be nothing more or less than what she
is.

But Tamar is not "trustful as a child, 11 12 for her knowledge

and position demand a maturity of planning that seems to use other
people as pawns, relying only an herself,

And at times, even her

own self-confidence is strained in meeting the demands on her.
She knows that she is taking advantage of saneone who, in relation

to her, is but a "little boy," but she must go an; it does not
matter any longer,
Tamar feels guilt after she has succeeded in seducing Will,
Where she had once felt kinship with her Aunt Helen, she

nOI/

berates

herself, '"that Helen of my old father's never fooled him at least, 11•13
Her aunt had never resorted to deceit and tricke:cy, but Tamar has
fallen much lower,

Again she clutches "toward the roots of the

soft grass, 1114 just as she did after the first meeting with Iee,

1 1Jeffers,

312.• ~·, p. l9,

12Thid.
13Thid,' p. 21,
1 4Thid.
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that time she seemed to be searching for her identity, and she is

again seeking the root of her a.-m. existence,
Tamar, "driven by the inward spark of life and dreading/Its
premature maturity, 11 15 signifies that she still is perhaps not
canpletely resigned to her life as it has becane, though she serves
that "inward spark," knCMing that Will's innocent love can exist for
her no longer,

Her drive cannot be satisfied by his hannless

proclamations,

Her mind goes back to the mountain stream in the

spring, when mo:re innocence than this was muddied,

The seasons a:re

used s:l!711bolically he:re, with spring signifying the time of rebirth
and hopeful fertility, while autumn (the time of her meeting with
Will at camtel) denotes a mo:re advanced age, when man is no longer
ruled by his youthful passions and desires, and maturity brings on
a sense of death.

Tamar has

oc:me

a long way fran Mal Paso to cannel,

Tamar, as a modem mortal, will be forced to suffer, because
her world is not prepa:red for the mythic nature in her.

She is

possessed of a spirit outside herself and she could not control it,
even if she wanted to,

At this time she can do nothing to help

herself; even death brings no :release, so she bypasses the temptation

to seek canfort in the water,

She learned this lesson earlier when

she first heard of her father's incestuous :relationship with his

lSJeffers, 92.• ~., p, 20,
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sister, f= her Aunt Helen tells her that " 'there are no whips
but only memocy. ' " 16

beyond death -

So Tamar, who is mortal and

craves punishment for her sin, can find no hell after death which
can bring atonement.

Therefore, death is no escape; she is forced

to live out her destiny.
When Will takes Tamar 1 he feels her as "vibrant and soft and
sweet, nl7 not knCMing her hatred for him at that manent.

Her

hatred sCJllel1CM encanpasses herself, also, for when the passion has
subsided sCJlleWhat, she lies with blood on her mouth where she has
sunk her teeth into her lip.

This sugges1Ssacrificial blood, but

the sacrifice has most likely been made by Will, rather than Tamar,
for he has acted ,without duplicity.

This blood may also denote "the

inner conscience of man with its ability to inflict te=ible
self-chastisement. 1118 Here Tamar can bring on herself the hell and
whips that death will not funrish.
There is a repetition in this scene of the same words which
were spoken earlier by Lee:

" 'What shall I do?

Go away?)Kill myself,

Tamar? 11119 But Tamar's answer has changed radically,
she flung herself

~to

Where before

her brother's ru:ms with abandon, to be

canpletely absoi:bed in their love, she nCM reacts with her hatred.

16
Jeffers, 2•

.=!!•,

p. 14.

17Ibid., p. 21.
l8Cirlot;
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But this reaction, too, seems but a part of her act to secure Will
as a safety outlet.

Her hatred reaches out to include him, maybe

for being so weak and letting her spirit rule him, but she, too,
has been taken over by a spirit herself, so they are me in their
weakness.

Tamar despises the weakness she sees in Will because she

has found that life is essentially painful, and only those who are
paverful can survive; therefore, great value must be attached to
strength.

The prc:blem must still be fared as to whether Tamar is to be
considered as a realistic human being or a symbol of a different
entity, a primordial urge or bell.Jg,

Indications are that at this

time Tamar is still sanewhat unsure and is still tentatively fighting

for her

CMl

identity, for she refers back to her father's sister-

lover and contrasts her

=

further personal fall into degradation,

But she goes an to ccmplete her pw:poses with Will, using the correct
mixture of blame and love to insure his loyalty.

She offers him

her soul, or that animating principle or essence of her life.

As

archetypal female, this is the only way she can belong to or be a
part of man,

Tamar has new learned more of her role or function in the
universe; she sees herself as being managed by forcescover which
she has no

control.

a new aspect.

She:l.is

But as the Earth Mother, Tamar here takes on
no.~

seen as evil, the Terrible Mother who

brings man to his destruction.
her

=

She no longer cares about either

self or others; she simply carries out the purposes and plans

of the spirit that moves her.

CHAP!'ER IV

This chapter is cancemed with ane of the most significant
scenes in the entire poem, the ritualistic fertility dance perfonned
by Tamar an the shore.

This is the scene when Tamar

CCilleS

to the

canplete realization of her function in the universe.
The time of late summer has cam, the time of "filth and
fever," the time when the "hard and dl:y and masculine tyrannized
for a season. "1 The spirit of femininity in Tamar rebels against
the daninance of the masculine.
• • , her self-hatred
Reflecting itself abroad bumed back against her, all the
world graving hateful, both her lovers
Hateful, but the intolerably masculine sun hatefullest of all.2
At a time when she hates herself because of the characteristics
which have been given her as the archetypal female, the very
presence of a force which embodies all the features of which she
represents the antithesis nearly drives her mad.

She must find

sane way of releasing her tensions, of achieving control over the
male principle,

She does not have the patience to wait until the

fall, when the rains, symbolizing the rise of the feminine,
and change the balance once more.

CCille

She must have present satisfaction.

So she turns to the only source she kncws which can aid her -

1
Jeffers,
2Ihid.

-

92.•

.£!.!•,

p. 23.
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Stella with her visions and dreams.

This was the wey by which

Tamar first came to realize the scope and ]?O'rer of her being 1 and
nCM she goes back to this source to learn hCM she can live as the
pc:Mer she is.
Tamar and Aunt Stella, with the' idiot Jinny 1 go dONil to the
granite shore, where Stella can callll\unicate with the dead Helen,
It is significant that they go dCMn to the edge of the water to
have their meeting, for they have cane to a place symbolic of
universal life, a place where Tamar hopefully can find a kind of
regeneration for her existence,

But they are actually an the shore

of the orean, and thec·erosive pc:Mer of salt water speaks of
sterility,

(Perllaps Tamar still desires to make her love "sterile

and sacred as the stars,")

The water can also be seen in sexual

relation to the sun, and this would be one wey for Tamar to achieve
her daninance over the "intolerably masculine."

The lCMering of

the "old sun" into the sea at night and the rising of the "new sun"
in the morning is a sign that the female orean has beei1 fecundated,3
This activity gives Tamar the ]?O'rer she wants over the male, for it
is in the sexual act that wanan is most forceful,

It is in sexual

intercourse that wanan has the most cx:mplete control over man, for
at this time she symbolically castrates him by taking possession
and control of the penis, the major symbol of masculine J?O"Sr,

3Cirlot; ·_2~ ·cit, p, 230,
1
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As stated in Chapter I, water is also a symbol of the collective

unconscious, that portion of the individual whidl. rules Tamar, and
thus, by becaning close to the water, she can symboliciilly knCM herself
more deeply and understand more fully all the implications of her

f

exiatel;lce,

The setting is also appropriate because of the choice

of time, for Tamar di.coses the darkness of night, when she can be
immersed in universal femininity,
Before the dance episode actually begins, all is quiet on the
shore exoopt for Tamar and the sea, who both move, but remain
voiceless,

Each is waiting to be o:Dlpleted by the male, but each is

pCMeriess to speak out for herself and her desires,
Tamar is subjected to an invisible assault on the rocks; she is
entered and defiled by all the ghosts of the past lords of the
coast.

An Indian chief, through the medii.m of Stella, demands that

Tamar dance here where the pregnant wanen have always danced, and
since this is the only wey she can get what she wants, Tamar cat1plies
with his request,

It is right that Tamar should dance this fertility

danoo of the pregnant wanen, for, as an ardl.etypal figure, she has
always been a part of the dance,

It was to her spirit or because

of her presence in the wanen that the dance had been perfonned
before,

Thus, when Tamar dances naked on the shore, she realizes the

fact that she is a manifestation of the ardl.etype,
dance is, such an emotional experience for her initiation rite,

This is why the

this is her

At this point, Tamar has no real choice; she wills

not to dance, but sane other J?™er takes over the life within:cher
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and loosens her gannents and takes her into the dance; she is ruled
by the "spirit of the place."

Here in the presence of the feminine

ocean and the feminine night, she is one with them, giving forth her
pcwer of fruition and fulfilJment.

As she moves, Tamar is polluted

by hordes of invisible presences.

It is as though this is the first

time she has ever been touched by man; until this manent she has been
a virgin.

The pollution new is far beyond anything done by her two

lovers, for

nCM

she has been entered by all fhe forces of the

universe, and, symbolically, by all men eve:cywhere who ever have or
ever will live.

No mere mortal wanan could be used to satiate the

desires of "dead men and dead Gods and a dead tribe. n4

As she

dances, Tamar listens to the Itidian voice with loathing, but she
obeys it, nevertheless.

It is ooviously the hunan part, that socially-

fm:med part, of her that responds with distaste, but her body is no
longer under her am mental control and even though her senses are
"cold and averse," the "frantic too-govemable flesh" is "inviting
the assaults of whatever desired it. n5

She is wanton, lustful, and

wild, becaning as a beast, writhing an the rocks, asking to be
invaded by the "spirits of the night."

A metaphor is used here;

Tamar waits to be entered as the sun-parched sunmer earth waits for

rain.

4Jeffers, ~~·cit,, p. 26.

5Ibid.
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The beautiful girlish body as gracile as a maiden's
Gone beastlike, crouching and widening,
Agape to be entered, as the earth
Gapes with harsh heat-cracks, the inland addJe of sun-wom
valleys
At the end of surrmer
OJ;eitlng sick mouths for its hope of the rain,
So her body gone mad
Invited the spirits of the night. 6
Earlier in the poem, when she speaks of reacting against the
detestable heat, the statenent is made that she called on the gods
and the dead in this fashion because she could not wait for the
avenging rain; her spirit rebelled too soon.

NON she has care

out of her human limitations and becare part of Nature, accepting
her life as a natural force.

When she finally falls, her feet are

red with blood fran bruising them on the rocks.

Tamar's

preparation for camnunication with the dead is not easy; sacrifices
must be made, appeasement must be offered before her desires can
be achl.eved.

Tamar has been humbled by her experiences.

This

humbling may be expected, but it is pemaps only one segment of her
being that has been abased.

If Tamar is numinous, a cross sarehcrN

between god and man, the godlike portion cannot be humbled.
The dead are filled with disdain for the living, pemaps
because they lack the pONer of the living.

Helen proclaims her

choice of death rather than endurance of the type of fouling Tamar
has unde_rgone.

The intimation is that she is purer and cleaner than

6Jeffers; ~~ 'cit., p. 26.
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Tamar,

Tamar's reaction is that she is still cleaner than the dead,

for she has still the most precious gift of all, the gift of life
itself.

There is no shame that can take awey the magnificence of

this quality,

But there mey not be, in reality,:iany difference in

the sin of the two,

The distinction is in the fact that Helen

served only as a wanan and Tamar is sanething larger and so is
used for greater desires,

Helen goes on to say that all Tamar

has endured will be for nothing, for the dlild will die.

When

Tamar ll.eamsc.tl:Iat the dlild will be lost, she weeps till her hair,
covering her face, "seemed heavy with blood, n7 makil)g her tears
seem a sacrificial gesture,

Tamar has undergone so much, and nrM

to lose the dlild would make all her efforts seem fruitless,

But

Tamar springs back, "like a snake lifting its head out of a fire, n8
The use of the snake is irrq;iortant, for the movement of the serpent

is frequently used to signify strength, and here the symbol shrMs
that Tamar's spirit is not braken, 9 But the spirit of sudl a
being could not possibly be broken; a god cannot be conquered,
In her longest si;:eech to the dead, after the dance and the

violation, Tamar uses much fi:re symbolism, with very important
connotations,

She speaks of fire, the force that will cleanse

and purify the old house where all is filthy and vile,

7Jeffers, ·~~·cit,, p, 28,

8D:iid,

-

9Cirlot, ~· ~·, p. 274,

She seys:
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' • • • I have smelled fire and tasted fire,
And all these days of horrible sunlight, fire
Hummed in my ears, I have wom fire about me like a cloak and
buming for clothing.•10
Her fire gives her superiority and control and fumishes her with
the seed of life.

Fire is the symbol of her transfonnatian and

signals her regeneration fran the past.

She is possessed with both

spiritual and physical ene:cgy, and therefore need not fear the dead,
for they can do nothing to hurt her.

She, as manifestation of the

ard!etype, is the sup:reme forre in the universe,

But -a paradox

develops here, for if Tamar wishes to destroy the house, there is
no reason for her to bring a new person into sud! a plare.
she feels she could start anew.

any d!ange.

Perllaps

But there could never really be

If Tamar realizes the full implications of who and

what she is, she knows the seeming hopelessness of any· refonn.
The fire she has planted will not sucreedi .Helen tells her that

":!God would hardly toud! anything in that house. 11•ll This is proof
that Tamar asshuman has no pao1er to d!ange her fate.
Tamar feels "betrayed by life and death,"12 but she draws
herself out of her despair and rises unashamed.

She is set apart

fran both life and death, for life is no more c:anplete for her and
death is not open to her because of her hatred.

----lOJeffers, .92.~ ~·, p. 28.
11Ibid., p. 29.
12Ibid.

But even though
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she stands alone in all the world, she is a trium?"lant figure; she
"bore a third part/With the oosan and keen stars in the consistenre/
And dignity of the world, 1113 Tamar is no longer one particular
person, but is a part of all the world of nature, sending her J?C11ler
throughout the universe,

She has the strength of stone, and is

pictured as the life-giving, purifying force in the world, and as
the agent of :retribution and destruction:

, , , She was white stone,
Passion and despair and grief had stripped wcr;
Whatever is rounded and approachable
In the body of wanan, hers looked hard, long lines
Narrari.ng dam fran the shoulder-bones, no appeal,
A weapon and no sheath, fire without fuel,14
Tamar kna-1s na-1 her full J?C11ler; she has so surpassed human nature
that God himself cannot scare or move her,
But Tamar is doored to give in to death, far blood cares, and
the child is lest,

Her impatience with the universal sourre of life

causes her to lose all that she has been fighting far,

The blood

here is significant, for it sha-1s the less of vitality, the giving.
up of the mest important thing,

Tamar has nru proved herself to be the archetypal Mother of the
universe.

Her dance on the shore has sham her etemal existence

as the originator of life and vitality.

13Jeffers,

14Ibid,

~· cit,, p, 29.

She has becane the
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personification of universal feuininity.

At this point, she has

becx:me a part of Nature, a natural fora: world.ng in the world.

afAPI'ER V

The final scenes in the po:m give further proof of Tamar's

role as the archetypal female,

He!!:e her relationship to the rest of

her world is delineated and explained,

She is finally seen as the

embodiment of the Mother, inoorporating aspects of bohh the good
and the evil,
After her dance on the beach and the subsequent loss of her

child, Tamar lies recuperating in the same roan where Iee had lain
a fEM months earlier,

lee

CCllleS

to tell her he is going <Mey to

fight until the war is over, but in her bi ttemess , Tamar believes
he is going merely to satisfy his desires among the "dirty
Frenchwanen" he prefers over her,
dlanged na.'I,

The atmosphere of the po:m has

1'1here befofe Tamar had been lov.i:mg and tender and

passionate with her brother, she new has only hatred for him,
The love in their relationship has dleapened to be=ne only animal
desire; the i;:hysical is not only the predaninant, but it is the
only aspect folD'ld,

The fact that lee tries to find sore meaning

in what has passed beyween them has no significance for Tamar; she
is concerned with the prcblem of ultimate lllestiny, rather than her
past relations with him,
Tamar drearrs feverishly:
She was hung naked by that tight cloth bandage
Half-way between sea and sky, beaten on by both,
Burning with light, 1

lueffers, ~·

£!!••

p. 39,
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Tamar is pulled between the mortal and the divine, not fitting in
=npletely with either one, but caught as a puppet trying to follcw
two sets of lines.

l\s manifestation of an etemal principle, she

kncws what her course of action must be, but as a mortal, she is not
:really f:ree to follcw that course.
The meeting in her roan with her father is a pcwerful scene.

Each kncws that all blood relationships in the house have long sinre
been revoked, so that there is new no :real c:hoire for them; they
cannot have a nonnal existence.

The old man has =ne with the

intention of scrnehcw rescuing Tamar fran herself by quoting the
wisdom of the Bible, but Tamar only laughs at his attempt, kncwing
that she possesses within herself all the paver of the universe.
She has, as she says, eamed her authority and pa-.rer by being
"'plunged/In the dirt of the world. 1112

Because she has talked to

the dead, she kncws that death btings no freedan or peare, and she
has seen through the life of her father that :repentanre is of no
avail.

She has found the only way open to her peare:

• • • • we must keep sin pu:re
Or it will poison us, the grain of goodness in a sin is poison.
Old man, you have no conoe~ion
Of the freedan of purity.•
Tamar no longer fights against the force that rules her; she has
accepted herself.

2 Jeffers; ·92,;

Perliaps she is amoral, or perliaps she is evil,

·2.1:,.,

3Ibid. , p. 40.

p. 41.
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but at any rate, she is willing to aCXEpt the oonsequences of
living as she has been directed.

And only this attitude can give

her peace.

'You cannot think mat freedan and what pleasure live in
having abjured laws, in havin~
Annulled hope, I am na-r at peace. '
She tries to show her father mo she really is by noting ha-r

things happen in time, for

11

'

all tiiaes are na-r, to-day plays an

last year and the inch of our future/Made the first rooming of
the world.' 11 5

The old man thinks that he has given her the name

of Tamar because of the relationship he has had with Helen, but
Tamar knCMS that it was her archetypal force guiding them that
caused the incest in the first place.

The scene with her father

is one of seduction, and Tamar is finally able to successfully
get revenge an the dead when she forces her father to admit ha-r
he has cane to hate and curse Helen.
her absolute power, as she says,
house. ' 11 6

11

No;., Tamar has derncnstrated

'I am the fire/Burning the

She knCMS na-r that her will is to be acccrnplished

and she has the patience to wait for the inevitable outcare.
l\s a ghost, Helen is to:i:mented because she has no. way of

punishing herself for what she has done, and there is no way of
punishing Tamar, for

4
Jeffers, 92.•

s~.

6~•• p. 43.
7Ibid., p. 45.

0

'she's past hurting. ' 11 7 Helen is despairing

E;!;_. , p. 41.
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because she is in a state of suspended consciousness, where she
has meno:r:y 1 but any attempt to act on her :kJID.Tledge is futile.

And

because of her lack of J?O'ler, she is frustrated and hung:r:y because
she cannot attain her desires, even though she does not kn= for
sure what she wants:
' • • • What do I want, what do I want, it is frightful to be
dead, what do I • • •
Without pa.;er 1 and no body or face. To kill her 1 kill her?
There's no hell and curse God for it • • • ' 8
The reason that Helen curses God because there is no hell is that
she knCMS she will eventually pass into nothingnessJ,and this state
will end forever all hope or chance of expiation.

There is thus no

way she can reoeive temporal punishment for her sins 1 a need which
all humans possess strongly.

The fire in the final sc:Ene is one

way of meeting such a demand.

"This is not the fire of violence,

tertare, punishment, but the fire of God,
than scomges. u9

~hlch

preserves rather

This is why the fire is ambiguous.

Tamar uses all her J?O'ler to set the stage for the final scene
of the poem by pitting each person in the group against the others.
The old man has learned, at least partially 1 what and who she is
and he tries to warn I.ee:

"'Lee, there's a trick in it, she is

a burning fire 1/She is packed with death. '"10

Tamar is fire and

passion and desire that will never be quenched; she

8Jeffers; ·92.~ ·cit. p. 45.
1
9Squires, ·92.~ ·cit., p. 102.
10Jeffers,

·92.· ~·, p. 48.

~

bring on
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the destruction she wishes.

But Tamar herself knCMS that she has

found the answer to the riddle of existence:
' • • • I am quieter
Inside than even the ocean or the stars.
Though I have to kindle p~lllares of passion
Saneti.Ires , to fool you with. '

After Tamar learns to accept her life, she finds that she has a
peace which is beyond anything that could ever be experienced in
any other wey.

Helen believes that Tamar has learned the lesson

that she can be more cruel to others by cold fierceness, rather
than by being wild passion:

"'Wild life, she has touched

the ice-core of things and leamed/Sanething, that f!l:'OSt bums
worse than fire.' 1112

But Tamar disagrees with the ghost; she

does not intentionally want to be crueli it is just that she has
found the only way that she can find happiness, by being true
to her am nature.

She cannot help that this way means that

others will necessarily be hurt.

It is not only her haered that

rules her, though this is a pcwerful force in her makeupi she,
like all other creatures, seeks self-presei:vation and peace, and
she must do all she can to achieve these ends, despite whatever
else may happen as a side oc=ence.

She realizes that another

kind of life might be quite happy, but knavs that hers is not
ordinru:y, and so she accepts herself for what she is.

11
Jeffers,
12Ibid.
~

~·

cit. , p. 49.
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' • • • I'd rather be what I am,
Feeling this peace and joy, the fire's joy's burning,
And I have ll\Y peace. ' 13
She no longer has to wander and worry about what the future will
bring; she has cx:me so far that she is able to see that the future
is inevitable; it will happen just as the past has happened.
Nothing can avert the disaster whid:J. is destined to

==,

and so

she is prepared for the morrC1.\'.
After Iee discovers that Tamar has had at least one other lover

in the house, he goes to her in the roan, full of anger because he
has not been the only one to use her.

His "righteous" feelings

o:me a bit belatedly 1 for nC1.\' the time of mange is past:
"'the cup ran over/Yesterday.' 1114

Tamar says 1

Iee can rlo longer be sorry for

what has happened between them, and his wishes to "set the house in
order"lS are to no pw:pose.

His has been a shall°"' experience;

saneh°"' he has missed out on all lJhe abundance that Tamar has to
offer.

He has failed to understand what she represents; to him,

Tamar has been just another wanan to use, like his Malterey
wanen and the "black-eyed French dance-girls" he looks fo:cward to

when he goes to war.

Neither love nor violence can make him see

anything beyond the cbvious, for his relationship with Tamar did

nothing to lift him above his ordinary, eve:z:yday existence,.:and
the war he plans to go fight will likewise mean nothing to him;

1 3Jeffers; ·~~

'.s:!!:.•,

Uibid., p. 52.

15 Ibid.

-

p. 50.
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he will simply go an living eadl day for the food and drink and
play and sex that he can get, never seeing that there may be
samething vitally :important lying just beyond the horizon that will
make life really rreaningful for him.

He actually does not care

to knCM anything more than what he has already experienced.

Thus,

it is no wonder that Tamar cannot exist in such a world, where even
those who are supposedly closest to her are blind to the opportunities
she offers as a cosmic force.

She must be all0tred to fulfill her

abilities if she is going to be in the world, and since all about
her are oblivious to her, death is the only solution,

It is

questionable whether the others will benefit any by. death, for they
will surely die as Helen has, full of regrets and desires, and
never understanding what has happened to them,

But Tamar must work

to save herself, and so she has chosen the only wey out, the only
way she can find the peace that is :refused her an earth.

The death

of Tamar is unlike that of the other individuals,
Only for the person • • • who has adequately renounced
h:imself, so that he is rid of the passion for humanity,
can death end in peace. Othei:wi.se, death becames as
insatiable as life, and there is only a re=rence of
desi:re.16
Lee accuses Tamar of simply "using" anything male that she can find,

but this is not :really the situation at all, though he cannot see
the truth because of his blindness,

He has not learned the important

---·---1t\iereedes Cunningham Monjian, Robinson Jeffers: A ~ajy in
Inhumanism (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press"; I95'8"f",p. 16.
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truth:
' , , , it is not enough to taste delight and passicn and
disgust and loathing
And agony, you have to be wide alive, "an open mouth" you
said, all the while, 170 reach this heaven
YOu' 11 never gra-r up to, '1
And Tamar is right, for Iee will never "gra-r up;" he will never
learn what it rreans to really live beyond the obvious; he will
never taste the abundance of life Tamar kna-/S,
Tamar's last scene alone with Iee is an important one, full
of symbolism,

Iee goes to her roan to leave the lamp in the winda-r

that is to be the signal for Will Andrei-IS to cane to her bed,
While standing there, Iee begins '!io feel an "outcrop of morality"
arise in hdm; he wants to be cruel and saneha-r in this wey to
return to Tamar,

But he also wants to be awey fran this place where

he can feel that he does not entirely control his c:wn life; he
wants to leave Tamar before he begins to feel any wann sentiments
toward her once more, for it will be impossible to leave if he ever
goes to her bed again,

And so he cares

ba~

to her for just a fei

minutes, to tl:y to assert his masculine superiority over her weakness,
to disava-r arrt connection he has had with her previously,

He

refuses to believe that Tamar !)as ever meant anything to him; he is

i"he

strong male who can leave with no qualms, never fretting or worrying
over the small pleasures or misfortunes of the past,

l7Jeffers; ·~~ ·~., p, 51,

It has been an
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adventure for him,

One t.llne earlier he looked at his life in the

follcw.i.ng way:
, • , saw his tragedy of love, sin, and war
At the disinterested ranantic angle
Misted with not unpleasing melandloly,
Over with, new adventure aheaa,18
The only way he can remain disinterested is by leaving imnediately,
after demonstrating to Tamar in sane way that he feels above her,
and unconnected with her situation,
methods with which he is familiar:
anger, and then

men

And so he uses the only
he tries to show righteous

this fails, he results to brute forre,

He

asserts that she has no real control over him, that she cannot
make him go or stay as she desires, but at the same tiille, he stays
with her and carries her into her old bedroan where she can wait
for Will,

Nlen he lifts her in his

allllS

to take her into the

other roan, he feels like a man stung by a serpent.
• • , she enlared his nedc
Softly and strongly and raised her knees to let
His allllS slip rinaer them, he like atgian stung by a serpen.t
Felt weakness and then rage, • , •
As mentioned earlier, the serpent is known syrrbolically for its

parer, associated with both sexual energy and evil forc:Ss,

Even

at this crucial manent, Iee still cannot deey Tamar's authority
over him, even when he is so desperately tJ:ying to avoid her hold.
And so he strikes out by calling her a whore, in this way attempting

-----l8Jeffers; ·s;,~ ·~., p, 46,

~., p. 54,

19

•
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to drag her do:'1!l into ccmnon dirt by canparing her to the other

wcmen he has knCM11, and then he strikes her with the whip. The
whip is the sign of "danination, mastery and superiority, 1120
connected with both punishment and purification.

The whip is also

related to fectmdity and is an "attribute of the 'Terrible Mother .... 21
And so, even when he is trying to hurt her and punish her, Iee only
strengthens the characterization of Tamar as an ardletypal force
which drives him fran the beginning.

After he has finished, Lee

groans, signifying that he may understand, at least in sane :respect,

what he has attempted and hCM he has failed.
that this, too, is to be expected:

And Tamar :realizes

'"It was in the bargain. rn 22

But "fran her bitten lip/A tridtle of blood ran dCM!l to the pillCM. n23
She still must suffer before she can find peace.

She":RnCMs what she

is, and realizes that her·,being is pe:r:haps essentially evil, but
she also kno:'ls that she must hurt herself as well as others if she
is to achieve her ultimate goal.

The reason she has to suffer is

that she is not canpletely divine, but is also human, and therefore
must suffer as a mortal before she can be :relieved of the burden of
the

b~

and the contradictions <fif the world and becane one with the

spirit that controls her.

20
2

Cirlot, !£• cit., p. 352.

1rhid., p. 353.

22Jeffers;
23
Thid.

-

·2; -~., p. 55.
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The final scene in the poem is one of intense pc:Mer, when
Tamar shCMS her sure control over all the situation,

Will has

been entired to the house by the light in her bedroan wind=.

There is symbolism involved in the use of light to influence his
action,

Light signifies "creative force" and "spiritual strength, " 24

Tamar is surely the creative force, and Will has need of strength,
both j'.hysical and spiritual, but there is a question as to whether
Tamar is the one to impart the latter to him.

When Tamar meets

him at the wind=, she has on her face a "high look of joy/He had
never seen there, 1125 The look fi::i!ightens Will because it is scnething
he is tmfamiliar with and he does not tmderstand what it rreans,
But, in his innocence, he attributes it to her illness and this
only makes hillnmore protective,

Tamar shCMS Will the whip mark lee

:g.as put on her and then leads him to believe that it was their love
that had been fruitful and that lee had caused the death because
of his hatred:oand jealousy,

This serves the intended purpose of

setting the stage for the fight between the two yotmg men,

But even

Tamar has hesitation about Will; he is too soft and human a creature,
Even though he wants to help her in the only wey he kn=s, by taking

her out of the presence of the family and house that he thinks have
ruined, or threaten to ruin, her, he does not have the strength to
=ribat the forces whidl are aga:imst him,

24Cirlot; ·S!l2.~ ·cit,, p, 179,
25

Jeffers;

·S!l2.·· -~., p. 57.

Tamar knCMS "'only stone or
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fire/Should many into, this house, '" 26

The most nea;issary quality

for existenre in her world is strength) and she never has believed
that Will has the stamina to carry sudl a heavy load,

And he is

pe:z:haps not evil enough, -ffor fire is a destructive forre, tearing
cbm all that blocks the path to its destination,

Will is too

tender a person to be intenticnally cruel to others in order to
achieve his a-m purposes,

Tamar, en the other hand, has the

strength for evil: she fared the true qualities of her inner nature
and knows that the only way she can save herself is by sacrificing
others to a death that will be the tcmnent sudl as Helen has kna-in,
And then she goos on and uses them to help herself,

She can offer

man fulfillllent of all that he has ever drearred, but she is also an
evil forre, futhlessly casting aside all that impedes her progress.
She doos not seem to have the capacity to love, or at least, she
is not able in this situaticm to love,

Pe:z:haps it is just the

condition of her world that makes her seem evil, or maybe it is the
fact that destruction is linked with purification, 'The only way
the house and these people may be saved fran themselves is by total
annihilation,

Man is too self-oontered,to live intelligently, and so

he must either kill himself, as in the war whn:dl Lee is so eager to
go off and fight, or he must be killed,

To Tamar, the sanest way

and the best way is to kill man in order that he· might. have a rebirth,
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But before he can be bom _again, he must first die to all of his old
life, and this necessitates sane pain,

Pe:rhaps in her ultimate

wisdan, Tamar is only sha-1ing her superior love for man, a love whid:J.
is so far beyond the ordinaJ:Y that it seems to man to sha-1 here on
earth as hate.
In the beginning, the last scene seems as nonnal as possible,

considering the events that have happened,
for the men:'.involved:

One has to feel pity

Will, because he has been so duped; Lee,

because even·::though he agreed to all tl).at had gone before, sareha-1
he cannot be blamed because he is dealing with a force that is too
pc111erful for him to resist, as when here at the end he has been
making a valiant effort to be as decently human as possible,

And

at this point the diffihculty lies, for when dealing with the
supe:rhll!lan, hll!lan efforts are of little avail,

Daviai,. the old man,

evokes less sympathy than the others, pe:rhaps because of his
earlier indiscretions with his sister Helen,

=

But, on the whole,

with his Bible-touting condemnations and then his appeal for Tamar,
he is not presented as too syrrpathetic a d:J.aracter,

Tamar herself,

throughout the poem, has been seen as pitiable in a sense and as
fairly sympathetic,

But here, meybe because of her paoier, she is

too hard a dlaracter to evoke such feelings; one cannot identify
with a god,

The symbolism here is strong,

of the marriage scene:

There is the metapior

"'the priest will be fire and blood the

witness,/And they will live together in a house where the mice are
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moles, , .. 27 And there is the picture whidl. the old man paints
that denotes the end of the world:

"'the oaian boiling and the sea

= l up like paper in a fire and the fuy bed/Crack to the bottan. 'n28
The same is filled with blood,

lee takes his knife and cuts the

skin on Will's fare, fulfilling a prophetic dream whidl. Tamar had
earlier.

Through the blood, man is Chastised for his sin, and so

sane fonn of atonement has been made,

Pelihaps this rreans that even

though these people will later die, they will not have to fare the
awful destiny of ghosts sudl. as Helen, sinre they have already paid,
at least in sane measure, for the terrible deeds of the flesh,

If

blood is "divine legality, 11 29 then Tamar ma;y be seen as the
dispenser of holy justire, using her ultimate wisdan to decide what
is really best for these people,
The idiot Jinny begins the holocaust that ends the pcern,

This

last srene with Jinny and the fire is pictured with strong sexual
connotations, as is the entire srene in the bedroan,
kind of "orgasm of death, nJO

There is a

Jinny is finally able to pla;y with

and becane a part of her beloved fire, the mate whan she has begged
to enter her and make her whole and canplete,

This may be :an

appropriate rretaphor, for in a very real sense, it is the fire that
makes all these people oanplete the roles for whidl. they have been

27Jeffers,

92.• ~· , p, 59 ,

28Ibid,

-

29 drlot; 92.~ ·~·, p. 28,

JOSquires,

92.• ~· 1 p, 35,
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created,

The fire is the natural element of Tamar, for it expresses

the feminine

pcMer

of fertility and feCLU'ldity, 31 It also serves

her purpose of regeneration by cleansing and purifying all it
toudles,

Fire is a sacrificial method of adlieving the ultimate

goal of holiness and purity,

But the fire also symbolizes the

animal passion which has been, at least for sare of the characters,
such a prevalent characteristic,

Basically, the importance of

this fire is its symbolism as being "ultra-life:"
It embraces both good (vital heat) and bad (destruction
and conflagration). It implies the desire to arulihilate
time and to bring all things to their end, 32
This latter is surely the announced purpose of Tamar, for she
wants to end this phase of life, so that another and better one
may be entered,

The ambivalence of the fire is s_ignificant

because it expresses the dual nature of Tamar herselfi she is
both good and evil,

She is the originator of all life and gives

to man all his reason for living, but she
fran man all that he lives for,

can~also

be evil and take

But her evil sanetimes canes

because the world she is in forces her to make such a choice,

Man

is so turned inward upon himself that he can see nothing outside his

= existencei this is why Tamar's love and abundance must take the
tainted fOJ:In of incest i this is why men must go off to war and
destruction, to kill each other for slight reasons,

The violence

of war is ambivalent, for it is a destroyer of man, but in another

1cirlot, 2£• ~., p. 100,

3

32~., 101,
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sense, it is a creator of a new type, a new social order.

Man can

learn fran sudl violenoa if he will seek to understand the foroas
behind his actions.

"Death becanes the symbol of the actual dyi.ng

of an outworn social, moral or ethical order of civilization ... 33
Man must die:
Man has outworn his achievement, trivial as it was in
the first plaoa; the poet can but await his self-destruction
with the tragic patienoa of a Cassandra, pointing
bitterly tci the nature of that self-destruction, 1-fuidl
is also self-betrayal. 34
Civilization is decadent and must be rejected an this ground.
There is no inherent meaning or reason in civilization as seen
in the modem world; therefore, sane new method must be found.
There must be a cleansing of the old.
lj!an, the last bom of nature's long travail, was seen
not as her dliefest glo:cy but as her most cruel blunder,
because having enda.;ed man with the critical faculty 1
she enabled him to realize the futility and horror
of his existenoa.35
The only way for the world to be saved is through conflagration,
for this is the only means of bringing a canplete end to things,
so that they may eventually be rebuilt,

This is why Tamar can

say 1 at the ve:cy end~ '"Hew can I help being happy? 11•36

And she

can be sincere in her meaning here, for she believes -- and

-----33Rudolph Gilbert, ·Shine; ·perishing" Republic: ·Robinson Jeffers
~"the Tragic ·sense ~ Mooerrt 'PoetJ:y (New Yoi:k: HaSkeii House, 1965?1,
pp. 9"/-8,
3%1. L. Rosenthal; ·The 'Modern ·poets: · A ·Critical ·Introduction
York: Oxford University Press, 1960), pp. T56-7,
35,.._
't , p. 132 ,
..........ager,. '£12... ',S;'!;_,
36
Jeffers ,

£12.• -~. , p. 6 3.
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rightly so -

that she has found the only means of tw:ning the

world to a good path, and she has managed to save the three :i;:eople
who have meant the very most to her,
causes the final death -

Pempps it is love which

and ultimate victory,

The last few lines of the poem are important because they shCM

an important view of Nature.
Grass grCMS mere the flame flCMered;
A hollCMed lawn strewn with a few black stones
And the brick of broken chimneys; all about there
The old~· sane of them scarred with fire, endure the sea
wind,
Nature is able to endure the fire, for Nature is beyond the realm
of man and his weys; she is beyond him and above him, and therefore
does not succumb to the fall as he must,

The grass. grCMs on, never

failing, for life does not end simply because man has made a
mistake,

These lines are what gives the poem an element of hope,

for otherwise all seems quite pessimistic,

The trees and the sea

wind last, for the wind is oonnected with the sign of creation and
thus neans that man will be regenerated and rebom,

A new day

will care when all men will be able to live with each other in
love, and men woman, like Tamar, will be all<:Med to carplete and
fulfill her potential,

Man is lifted by the symbol of the tree

to the infinite and eternal and divine.

Inexhaustible life and

:imnortality are pranised here at the end, shCMing that Tamar must
have made a wise choice for those she loved, for nCM there is a
chance for other men to beo:me a real part of the universe, living

37Jeffers,

312.. cit,, p. 64.
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in accord with nature,

Radcliffe Squires quotes Jeffers as saying

that Tamar is
an attempt to unrenter the human mind fran itself, There
is no health for the individual whose attention is taken
up with his =mind and proresses; equally there is no
health for the society that is always introverted on its
am members, as our beccrnes more and more, the interest
engaged inward in love and hatred, canpanionship and
=npetition, These are neressary, of course, but as they
absorlJ all the interest they beccrne fatal. All past
cultures have died of introversion at last, and so will
this one, but the individual can be free of the net, in
. l!Uil
. d • 38
h J.S
This last statement is what keeps Jeffers fran being a canpletely
nihilistic pessimist, for here he offers hope for the individual,
He offers man a way of escape by returning to Natiure, the "original
fountain" 39 of life,·
Even though Tamar is pictured as a wanan of integrity

because she has the courage to seek out the meani.ng and implicatims
of her existenre, she is not seen as a happy person,

Tamar tells

her father, '"I was unludd.er, 11140 This is true when judged by
human standards of morality,
won only destruction,

"She found no pleasure5.mn her sin, and

But she realized clearly the absolute logic

of her nature," 41 Tamar knc::Ms she is evil and she knc::Ms that she
must spell destruction for others, even the ones she cares most

38squires; ·3?.~ ·~., pp, 32-3,
39
Amos N, Wilder; Th~ri;:t,·~pects ·of ·the New ·poetry
(New Yo:r:k: Harper and Br ers
· hers, 194o),p:-T47.
40Jeffers; -~~ ·~., p, 40,
4

~rederic Ives Carpenter, "The Values of Rd:>inson Jeffers , "
American ·r..iterature, XI (January, 1940), 364,
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about and even for herself, and in this circumstanre, she cannot
really be happy, even though she knavs she is doing all that she can,
The basic problem of Tamar is the conflict between the mortal ·"
and the divine, between danigod and man,

This conflict cannot be

sucressfully solved, and so it is impossible for Tamar to function

as she should in the world, Therefore, she brings about her=
death and the death of those about her,

On

the surfare, her

action seems to be pranpted by hate 1 but on closer examination,
pei:haps she is not exhibiting the traits of the evil or Terrible
Mother.

Tamar may well be acting in what she considers to be the

best interests of the people she loves,

CHAPI'ER VI

Ac=ding to the background which psychologists such as
Carl Jung give concernmg the Mother ardletype, Tamar has the
necessru:y qualifications,

She is seen as the mysterious wanan who

is so inherent a part of Nature, a wanan who is frightening to
man because of her extreme pa-;er and ability to bring about Both
life and death on the earth,

The Mother is life itself and so all

men move to sudl as Tamar to find their ve:cy existence fulfilled,
But the Mother is more than P!}ysical, for she gives meaning to all
that man experiences in his life,
world,

She is the intei:preter of the

Tamar surely fits these criteria, for she draws all men to

her, and she is the only one who is able to decide what is in the
best interests for the people in her world,
The symbols that are used in the pcern give further evidence
that Tamar is ardletypal, for all the symbols used tend to point
to her as more than a mere mortal,

She is always closely connected

with the knam symbols in the universe for the Mother and for life
in general,
Tamar learns the nature of the ardletypal female, particularfy
in the dance scene on the shore,

And when she discovers the past

of her am family, she sees that this presence has been foretold,
But only she has been strong enough to accept the presence into her
am life; only she can bear the strain and the so== it brings,

Tamar is not only a human wanan, she is also a demigod, and
this is where her proolem lies,

She is not the originator of her
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actions, but she must acrept the consequenres of them,

She can see

and at least partially understand what is happening within herself,
but others cannot, and so she must be oantinually frustrated because
her works are constantly thwarted.
-That Tamar is more than human is seen in the fact that she
has such a difficult time discovering her am nature and then in
accepting herself for what she is.

She :realizes the irnportano=

of her being and the uniqueness of her self, and the danger inherent
in her existeno=,
She learns that her life is not to be govemed by the same
forres that rule the lives of those about her.

Unfortunately,· these

people do not kna'i this, and so Tamar seems to them to be oornpletely
unnatural, and since they cannot understand her, they think of her
as evil and dangerous, when she is in :reality only expressing
universal life,

She has found peare because she has found the way to

acrept herself for what she is.
The difficult prcblem for Tamar, after she cxxnes to a decision
:regarding her am personality, is hCM to express her conrem for the
people around her,

She loves those who surround her, but it is

hard for her to translate her love into tenns that they will

understand,

They a:re so wrapped up in themselves that they a:re not

able to :recognize her love for what it is, and so she must scmehCM
find ways to couch her love in unusual fashion.

The exb:eme

introversion of these people means that her love must take the fom
of ino=st,

And she tries to make them see the danger they a:re
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creating by engaging in sudl. activities as war.

But they cannot

understand her, and so it seems to them that she is shruing hatred
for them,

Even when she brings about the death of all the people

involved, they do not understand that she is actually doing it
for their benefit, and not because she detests them,
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